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Dear Librarians, 

Please know that this document is a work in progress. It highlights the most significant changes regarding importing. One 

of the major goals of this release was to make importing so easy and simple that you did not need documentation!  

 

A. New Import Option: Guide the Batch Control functions. 

Functions [Import a MARC Bib File], [Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import], and [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] all have a 

new check box "Guide the Batch Control functions." It's a software wizard, i.e., it makes as many decisions for you as 

possible. Here are steps it will automatically run: 

Function Import a MARC Bib File Interactive Z39.50 
MARC Bib Import 

File Z39.50 MARC Bib 
Import 

NEW: URL Link Text, 
Public Comments, & 
Rules 

No No Yes.  

Merge duplicates 
without asking. 

No Yes Yes 

Merge URLs and their 
extents 

Yes N/A Yes 

Remove Undesired 
Local Tags 

Yes Yes Yes 

NLM MARCout 
Conversion 

Yes Yes Yes 

NEW: Review URLs 
Retrieved from the 
catalog 

When there are more 
than 9 bibs in the 
import. 

N/A 
 

Yes 

Assign A to Z Group IDs When there are more 
than 9 bibs in the 
import. 

When there are more 
than 9 bibs in the 
import. 

Yes 

 

If you select "Guide the Batch Control functions." then you don't have to remember most of the steps for processing an 

online collection via functions [Import a MARC Bib File] or [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import]. 
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B. URLs are always retrieved from the catalog 

Previous to this version of the software, when importing a bib with a MARC tag 856 $u, URL, and with the default rule 

Modify Rules for Bib Match->If a bib matches an existing one-> Retrieve catalog's bib & add unique data, functions 

[Import a MARC Bib File] and [Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] would retrieve the entire exiting MARC bib, including 

all of its tag 856 occurrences. But, function [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] would only retrieve the MARC bib without its 

tag 856 occurrences: you had to run Batch Control->Tools-> Electronic Resources to retrieve the URLs already in the 

catalog. 

Now when importing with the default rule Modify Rules for Bib Match->If a bib matches an existing one->Retrieve 

catalog's bib & add unique data,  the new software always retrieves existing bibs' MARC tag 856 occurrences. The old 

function Batch Control->Tools-> Electronic Resources is gone. Conversely, a new Batch Control function [Review URLs 

Retrieved from the catalog] allows you to easily cull any of the old or new URLs. Libraries which have overlapping online 

collections sometimes prefer to offer a dominant collection, e.g., CINAHL over PubMed Central Journal List. 

C. New function [URL Link Text, Public Comments, & Rules] 
Function [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] always calls the new function [URL Link Text, Public Comments, & Rules]. This 

function adds: 

 MARC Tag 856 $y Link Text 
 MARC Tag 856 $z Public Comment 
 Link Resolver 
 Use URL Rewriter 
 Restrict URLs to Catalogs 
 
Some File Formats (i.e., EBSCO Journals, PubMed Central Journal List, and others) have additional questions.  All 
responses are saved by File Format for use on the next import. 
 

D. MARC bib tag 856 $3, Materials specified, for Books: 
Function [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] attempts to merge works with the same title and ISBNs. The volume numbers, 

and if possible titles, are applied to same tag 856 occurrence in subfield 3, Materials specified. For example, this 

ClinicalKey collection:  

Vitamin D, Volume I: 
Biochemistry, Physiology and 
Diagnostics 

9780128099650 https://www.clinicalkey.com/dura/browse/bookChapter/3-
s2.0-C20150059214 

Vitamin D, Volume II: Health, 
Disease and Therapeutics 

9780128099636 https://www.clinicalkey.com/dura/browse/bookChapter/3-
s2.0-C20150059226 

 

could be merged into one bib as 

020 ## $a 9780128099650 $q v.1 

020 ## $a 9780128099636 $q v.2 

245 10 $a Vitamin D 

856 41 $3 Volume I: Biochemistry, Physiology and Diagnostics 

$u https://www.clinicalkey.com/dura/browse/bookChapter/3-s2.0-C20150059214 

856 41 $3 Volume II: Health, Disease and Therapeutics  

$u https://www.clinicalkey.com/dura/browse/bookChapter/3-s2.0-C20150059226 

 
(In fact CyberTools does some special processing for this title via MARC tag 774, documented in section F below. 

Nevertheless, this title was a good example.) 
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E. MARC bib tag 856 $3, Materials specified, and $x, EXTENT, for Journals 

Function [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] now collects a journal's extent. The extent is normalized to the KBART standard 

and stored in the 856 $x, Non-public comment, preface by "EXTENT:". An ANSI compressed holdings statement is placed 

into 856 $3, Materials specified. The 856 $x format is: 

EXTENT:|a first volume|b first issue|c first year|d first month|e first day|f last volume|g last issue|h last year|i last month|j 
last day|k embargo|l coverage depth|m coverage notes 

 

For example, given this PubMed Central Journal record: 

Journal title = The AAPS Journal 
eISSN = 1550-7416 
Latest issue = v.18(3);May 2016 
Earliest volume = v.6;2004 
Free access = 
Open access = Some 
Participation level =  Full 
Deposit status =  No New Content 
Journal URL =http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/792/ 
  
CyberTools converts it to: 
 
856N 4# $u http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/792/ 

$3 Full text. No new content. v.6-18:no.3 (2004-2016:May). 
$x EXTENT:|a6|b|c2004|d|e|f18|g3|h2016|i5|j|k|lFull text. No new content.|m  
$y Archives at PubMed.  

 
The 856 $x EXTENT will be used by the link resolver for OpenURL redirection from Google Scholar, PubMed, JSTOR, etc. 
 

F. MARC bib tag 774, Constituent Unit Entry, and subfield 8. 
 
Aggregators play loose with data. Other than complete mistakes in their data (of which we fix hundreds of their mistakes), 
CyberTools is now using MARC 774 to hedge our corrections with aggregator data. Key to the use of 774 is the use of subfield 
8, Field link and sequence number.  
 
774 is used to remedy two problems. The first is the miss-use of ISSN for secondary publication. Most aggregators and 
publisher do this. For example, a society might have a journal and a newsletter. Aggregators often incorrectly use the society's 
journal's ISSN as the ISSN for the newsletter. Here's an example from Ovid: 
 

Bone & Joint 1543-9879 http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&NEWS=n&CSC=Y&PAGE=toc&D=yrovft&AN=
00151767-000000000-00000 

Lippincott's Bone 
and Joint 
Newsletter 

1543-9879 http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&NEWS=n&CSC=Y&PAGE=toc&D=yrovft&AN=
01300517-000000000-00000 
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The resulting MARC in CyberTools is 
 
022 0#  $a 1543-9879 $l 1543-9879 $2 1 
245 00  $8 71462 $a Bone & joint. 
246 3#  $a Lippincott's bone & joint newsletter 
774 0#  $8 71461 $t Lippincott's Bone and Joint Newsletter 
856 4#  $8 71461.1  

$u http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&NEWS=n&CSC=Y&PAGE=toc&D=yrovft&AN=01300517-000000000-
00000  
$x EXTENT:|a13|b8|c2007|d9|e|f|g|h|i|j|k|lFull text.|m $y Link to resource at Ovid.  
$3 Full text. v.13:no.8- (2007:Sep- ). 

856 4#  $8 71462.1  
$u http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&NEWS=n&CSC=Y&PAGE=toc&D=yrovft&AN=00151767-000000000-
00000 
$x EXTENT:|a9|b6|c2003|d6|e|f13|g7|h2007|i7|j|k|lFull text.|m $y Link to resource at Ovid.  
$3 Full text. v.9:no.6-v.13:no.7 (2003:Jun-2007:Jul). 

 
The $8 integer is the parent value. The $8 non-integer is the child value. Now note how the URL are linked to their titles in 
Search Catalog->View Picks: 
 

 
 
Moreover, Lippincott's Bone and Joint Newsletter is fully indexed as a title so it is searchable, and displayed on the A to Z lists. 
 
This MARC tag 774 solution is also used when an aggregator mangles a work's title. When CyberTools matches the 
aggregator's ISxN to a MARC bib, but the MARC title does not match the aggregator's metadata title, then the aggregator's 
metadata title is setup in MARC 774 $t. 
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G. New metadata format for McGraw-Hill (e.g., AccessMedicine, etc.) 
 
CyberTools strongly discourages importing the McGraw-Hill MARC. Conversely, CyberTools has found the McGraw-Hill Title 
List "Export to Excel" files to be malleable. Go to https://www.accessusercenter.com/users/765-user-center-
help/posts/15324-title-lists-by-site (this page can move around) and select your target collection. On your selected Title List 
page select the "Export to Excel" option. Save the resulting export.csv file on your workstation. (You can open the file with a 
spreadsheet program, but do not save it: Excel like to convert ISBN values to scientific notation, thus ruining the data.) Import 
into CyberTools via Cataloging->File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import. Your file is the File Format McGraw-Hill Books or McGraw-Hill 
Case Files.  
 
Some collections, e.g., AccessMedicine, often have more than one edition of the same title. CyberTools will popup: 
 

 
 
CyberTools will merge the many 'Review' volumes with their main titles, utilizing the MARC bib tag 774, Constituent Unit 
Entry, and subfield 8, mechanism noted above, e.g.: 
 

Basic & Clinical Biostatistics, 4e http://accessmedicine.mhmedical.com/book.aspx?bookid=356 

Basic & Clinical Biostatistics, 4e (Review Questions) http://accessmedicine.mhmedical.com/qa.aspx?resourceID=587 

 
Becomes: 
 
020  ## $a 9780071410182 
020  ## $a 9780071410175 (print) (print) 
020  ## $a 9780071410175 (alk. paper) 
245  10 $8 71731 $a Basic & clinical biostatistics $h [electronic resource] / $c Beth Dawson, Robert G. Trapp. 
774  0# $8 71732 $t Review Questions 
856  4# $8 71731.1 $u http://accessmedicine.mhmedical.com/book.aspx?bookid=356 $y Link to book at McGraw-Hill.  
856  4# $8 71732.1 $u http://accessmedicine.mhmedical.com/qa.aspx?resourceID=587 $y Link to book at McGraw-Hill.  
 

H. Minor Changes 
Lots to be added here. 

 

I. More Changes Coming 
Three new File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import->File Formats: 
 

a. EBSCO Collection Manager Report 
b. Psychiatryonline POL Premum Persistent Links and ISBNs spreadsheet and/or KBART 
c. Teton System STAT!Ref spreadsheet 

 

https://www.accessusercenter.com/users/765-user-center-help/posts/15324-title-lists-by-site
https://www.accessusercenter.com/users/765-user-center-help/posts/15324-title-lists-by-site

